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1 Motivation and Challenges
Deduplication is now widely accepted as an efficient
technique for reducing storage costs at the expense of
some processing overhead, being increasingly sought
in primary storage systems [7, 8] and cloud comput-
ing infrastructures holding Virtual Machine (VM) vol-
umes [2, 1, 5]. Besides a large number of duplicates that
can be found across static VM images [3], dynamic gen-
eral purpose data from VM volumes allows space sav-
ings from 58% up to 80% if deduplicated in a cluster-
wide fashion [1, 4]. However, some of these volumes
persist latency sensitive data which limits the overhead
that can be incurred in I/O operations. Therefore, this
problem must be addressed by a cluster-wide distributed
deduplication system for such primary storage volumes.
Although considerable space savings are obtainable,
storage latency is critical in primary workloads so, dedu-
plication must introduce negligible overhead to be vi-
able. Traditional in-line deduplication includes compu-
tation inside the storage write path, adding unacceptable
overhead in the latency of primary storage writes [6].
This penalty can be reduced by exploring data local-
ity, however, it is only viable for specific storage work-
loads [5, 7]. On the other hand, off-line deduplication de-
couples aliasing from storage requests, reducing the la-
tency penalty, but requiring additional temporary stor-
age space and increasing the concurrency in storage
accesses. In fact, given the overhead of copy-on-write
mechanisms needed to avoid corrupting aliased data [1],
even off-line deduplication must be confined to off-peak
periods in order not to degrade latency. Off-peak pe-
riods in cloud infrastructures may be scarce, therefore
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deduplication should run continuously to detect dupli-
cates promptly and maintain a small storage backlog. Fi-
nally, exact global deduplication across a cluster of stor-
age servers is also challenging as it requires remotely
accessing a global index, adding to the latency of both
I/O and deduplication operations [2, 1].
2 DEDIS
We address the combined challenges of primary stor-
age and global deduplication with DEDIS, a dependable
and fully decentralized system that performs exact and
cluster-wide off-line deduplication of primary volumes.
Unlike previous systems, it works on top of any stor-
age that exports an unsophisticated shared block device
interface, and does not depend on data locality assump-
tions in the workload. Optimistic off-line deduplication
is performed outside storage I/O requests that are in-
tercepted and redirected to the correct storage address,
at the fixed-size block granularity, by a layer that en-
ables block aliasing. Deduplication is performed glob-
ally and exactly across the whole cluster by using a
sharded and replicated fault tolerant distributed service
that maintains both the index of unique block signa-
tures and the metadata necessary for reference manage-
ment and garbage collection. As other contributions, we
leverage off-line deduplication to detect and avoid I/O
hot spots, significantly reducing the number of costly
copy-on-write operations. Also, batch processing and
caching optimizations reduce the overhead introduced
by DEDIS on I/O operations while increasing deduplica-
tion throughput. Finally, DEDIS tolerates hash collisions
by performing byte comparison of blocks before alias-
ing them while imposing a minimal penalty in storage
I/O latency. The resulting system can perform dedupli-
cation continuously in background without introducing
significant overhead in foreground I/O applications.
Our experimental evaluation with an open-source pro-
totype of DEDIS1 in up to 20 nodes shows that dedupli-
cation scales and introduced less than 10% of overhead
in primary storage latency.
1Open source available at: http://www.holeycow.org
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